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THE ANOMALY OF THE VIOLONCELLO PICCOLO
“In art there are only fast or slow developments. Essentially it is a matter of evolution, not revolution.”
- Béla Bartók
INTRODUCTION
The violoncello piccolo has a slightly enigmatic history, blurred by today’s misconception of
its dispersion and pigeonholing just a handful of compositions for its “brief” outing. While
very few five-string models remain in their authentic state, the existence of five-string bass
violins and smaller cellos was by no means uncommon. Stringed instruments, unlike the
woodwind family, were regularly cut down in size in the 17th and 18th centuries to suit the
latest fashion, or demands of both composers and players. Having the extremely good
fortune to borrow an original piccolo ‘cello for a Bach cantata project, it struck me as
something incredibly unique and worth pursuing further. Indeed, the sound as well as the
fine craftsmanship of the particular example I have fascinated and enthralled me from the
very outset. Its individual timbre was the premise upon which I felt pushed to further
explore the instrument’s background, to think about the attitude towards it amongst
musicians in the Baroque era, to consider what other repertoire was conceived for it, or
deemed feasible, even adaptable with the extra fifth string, to wonder who the original
players may have been and investigate the provenance of this historical specimen. Through
the generosity of the Finzi Trust, I have followed a research trail that presented a natural,
practical and universal desire to release the violoncello from its subservient basso continuo
role and assume a more expressive, virtuosic stature in musical circles.

Figure 1: My anonymous five-string piccolo cello, French school (?Médard) @1733. Photo: T. Takeuchi
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How does this seemingly rare little cello fit into the musical world from its genesis, and how
might we reconsider the repertoire we systematically accept should be played on the fourstring baroque cello in our thirst for retracing and recreating “authentic” performances?
In my student days, I certainly did not have many far-reaching expectations for the
violoncello piccolo beyond Bach’s monumental Sixth ‘Cello Suite in D major, BWV 1012,
where he stipulates à cinque cordes. However, this piece is too progressive, too demanding, to
have been the alpha and the omega of the instrument. After delving deeper into various
sources, I realised this neglected member of the string family actually spanned a much longer
period of regular use than I ever imagined. A tantalizing document of some forty incipits of
works written specifically for the Violoncello piccolo printed in the Breitkopf Thematic
Catalogue of 1762 demonstrated a much later time period in which the violoncello piccolo
still flourished. My attempts to establish who some of these forgotten composers were and
where they spent their careers, chronicle some extraordinary cellist-composers who lived in
some of Europe’s furthest flung posts in the East. Though still incomplete, this research has
spurred me on to hopefully re-locate some of these obscure works, a task that will take
considerable time and patience.
EARLY Days…
Certainly nothing was quite uniform or systematic about the size of the violoncello during its
infancy in the 17th century, and a variety of titular spellings provide us with a colourful map
of its development: Violoncino, Violonzino, Violonzell, Viulunzelo, etc. Additionally, one
cannot be so clear as to how it was executed by its players from one rural village band to
another, from one royal procession to another, from the sacred choir lofts in Italian
churches to those of the German Lutheran lands, from a Parisian salon to a Viennese vizier’s
musical soirée. Yet, it is well documented from part books, letters of recommendation and
memoirs that violinists (and other instrumentalists) doubled as violoncellists and that, over a
particular period of time, viola da gamba players eventually traded in their six- and sevenstring instruments for that upstart Italian import, the violoncello. During this period of
transition, the method of playing the smaller “violone” could understandably be undertaken
in da braccio style or da spalla style.

Figure 2: A violoncello or large viola played on the shoulder or "da spalla" style in a pastoral scene. Giuseppe
Torelli, Concerto per Camera a Violino, e Violoncello, Op.IV (Bologna c.1687-92), from the violoncello partbook.
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Figure 3: A row of violins of increasing size and weight (!), played on the shoulder or "da spalla" style in the choir
loft of San Petronio, Bologna. (Source: Musiques-Images-Instruments)

Figure 4: A musician in the wedding procession plays the violoncello strapped around the shoulder in the
foreground. Detail from Les noces villageoises. Jan Brueghel (1568-1625), Musée del Prado. (Source: Aspects de la
vie musicale au XVIIe siècle)
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Figure 5: A violoncellist in servitude. Bernard Picart (1673-1733) Musician (print, 1701, detail)

Figure 6: A rather large "viola" played resting on the floor in between the legs, or "da braccio" style, in a court or
chamber setting. Filippo Bonnanni (1638-1723) fig.lviii
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Figure 7: Cellists at the Music Desk. Both cellists (the priest Antonio Vandini on the left) demonstrate an “oldfashioned” underhand or viola da gamba bow grip. Etchings by Pier Leone Ghezzi; (Fossombrone, Bibliotheca
Civica Passionei and Vatican City, Ottob. Lat.3118, f162r)

DEFINITIONS of the Violoncello
A number of historical definitions about the evolving violoncello attribute one of its
common characteristics as sometimes having five strings.
• In 1705, Sébastian de Brossard wrote in his Dictionnaire de musique:
It is our Quinte de Violin, or a Petite Basse de Violon with five or six strings.
• In 1708, Johann Gottfried Walther wrote in his Praecepta der musikalishen Compositionen:
The Violoncello is an Italian bass instrument, not dissimilar to that other Bass Instrument, the
viola da gamba, it is held almost like a violin, namely it is sometimes held up and grasped around the neck
with the left hand. It is tuned like a viola.
• In 1713, Johann Mattheson wrote in Das Neu-eröffnete Orchester:
The excellent Violoncello, the Bass Viola, and the Viola di Spalla are small bass violins in
comparison with the larger ones, with five or also six strings, upon which one can play all manner of rapid
things, variations, and ornaments with less effort than on larger machines
• In 1732, Johann Gottfried Walther wrote in his Musikalisches Lexicon a new entry for the
Violoncello, this time where the definition is almost word for word the same as Mattheson’s!
• In 1740, James Grassineau wrote in his Musical Dictionary published in Gent:
Violoncello, of the Italians, is properly what we call the Bass Violin with four Strings, sometimes
even five or six, but those are not that common, the first being more used among us.
• In 1756, Leopold Mozart wrote in his Gründliche Violinschule about the violin family and
describes the seventh type as:
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The Bassel or Bassete, which one, after the Italian Violoncello, calls the Violoncell. Formerly this
had five strings, but now only has four. It is customary to play the bass on this instrument, and although
some are larger, others smaller, they differ but little from each other excepting in the strength of their tone,
according to the fashion of their stringing… Nowadays the violoncello is also held between the legs.
RETRACING Some Important as well as Neglected Centres of Cello Playing
Bologna
Visiting Bologna was crucial to obtaining an initial sense of both the practical and cultural
impetus of the pioneers who unfurled and raised the status of the cello to an instrument of
substance and reliability. The development of copper-wound gut strings coincided with the
experimental first works for this diminutive violone, the violoncello. No doubt the greatest
step towards the evolution and technical advancements on the cello in general was the
development of wound gut strings and the general improvement of the stringing for bass
instruments. Within the decades of 1660-1690 there are several references about winding a
gut or silk core string with metal (such as pure silver or copper). This new fashion of string
manufacturing led to a distinctly cleaner, and thus a purer, more reliable pitch for the bass
register. The heavier mass from the metal winding on a physically thinner gut string
combined to improve the projection of the darker regions of the 8-foot bass instruments.
Hence, the violoncello became an indispensable and reliable member of the basso continuo
team. This in turn allowed the composer to push the boundaries of the instrument, and the
cello eventually gained an independent voice from the violone and the keyboard.
Interestingly, as early as 1610, the famous English lutenist John Dowland noted:
The best strings of this kind [viz., what he earlier calls strings of “the greater sorts or Base strings”] are
double knots ioyned together, and are made at Bologna in Lumbardie, and from thence are sent to Venice:
from which place they are transported to the Martes, and therefore commonly called Venice Catlines.”
(Playford, 1664) Another indication this new string technique was already widespread in
Bologna was due to an emergence of cellists who began writing and performing solo works
for their instrument in the 1680’ and 1690’s. The metal-wound string’s truer pitch and
clarity of tone allowed a more incisive attack from the violoncello, especially in the setting of
the Basilica di San Petronio, where a number of these cellist were resident performers for the
daily masses, feast days and other church services.
I was extremely grateful to Liuwe Tamminga, harpsichordist, organist and curator of San
Colombano-Collezione Tagliavini, who kindly gave me access to the rich musical archives of
San Petronio. It was like walking into the set of one of the rooms depicted in the film, The
Name of the Rose. I was able to see first-hand several manuscripts by the earliest composers
for the cello, such as D Gabrielli, GB Antonii, G Jacchini and others, including a sweet onepage Cartina for two cellos, which likely filled the gap in a church service. Necessity bred
creativity. I also was able to visit the choir loft of San Petronio, patron saint of Bologna,
where these early composers and pioneering cellists performed.
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Figure 8: A lone chair in the choir loft of San Petronio, Bologna. Photo: J. Morsches

The seventeenth-century archival lists of musicians and composers employed in the city’s
two most venerable musical institutions, the Accademia Filarmonica and the Basilica di San
Petronio, illustrated how quickly the violoncello gained a strong and visible foothold in
Bologna. (Perhaps there was additional incentive to please the keen amateur cellist and
wealthy patron Duke Francesco II in nearby Modena.) Across northern Italy to the Veneto,
the register of composers/instrumentalists active in the Basilica di San Marco similarly
showed a progression of eschewing the viola da spalla for the violoncino. For example, cellistcomposer Antonio Caldara (c.1670-1736) was listed as playing the viola da spalla in 1688 and
1693 yet moved to the violoncino in 1694 according to the register. Was the viola da spalla
already losing favour, as is recorded by Johann Mattheson in his definition of the
violoncello, because players began to negotiate their technique much more convincingly and
with greater accuracy on the cello?
Certainly musicians of this period did not limit themselves to becoming accomplished on
just one instrument. A violinist may have easily stepped in to play the larger violoncello,
possibly with the extra top E string, making the transition much less unwieldy. We can
accept as a case in point G.B. Fontana’s Sonatas from 1641, which indicates on its title page
a variety of instruments: Sonatas à 1, 2, 3 per il Violino o Cornetto, Fagotto, Chitarrone, Violoncino o
simile altro Strumento. These sonatas (as well as other multi-disciplined sonatas) pass very well
on the piccolo cello, and imply the great improvisatory abilities and techniques of the Italian
instrumentalists. Noted for his flamboyant continuo playing, Giovanni “Giuseppe del
violonzino” Jacchini (1667-c.1727) composed a set of eight violin sonatas in which the
manuscript for the violin part book includes two of the sonatas written in the bass clef for
violoncello. Its accompanying basso continuo part book is entirely in the bass clef, which
suggests Jacchini, or a similarly gifted colleague, could happily interchange violin music to
the cello, perhaps performing in the da spalla fashion depicted in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Again
and again my research revealed that musicians across Europe were very happy to switch
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instruments and adapt their technique accordingly. Several references described an
Umstimmung or scordatura tuning (tuning to a different pitch) as a common and comfortable
task amongst the players, to enhance a work’s tonality.
If we look at the manuscript of Antonio Bononcini’s Laudate Pueri a Canto solo col Violoncello
obligato from 1693, the febrile energy of the music absolutely leaps off the page. From this
text we can begin to assume the Bolognese cellist-composers readily improvised and added
chords in performance, enriching the texture of the music as well as supporting the singer in
such a large space.

Figure 9: MS third plate of Laudate Pueri by Antonio Bononcini; the Musical Archives of the San Petronio
Basilica in Bologna. Photo: J. Morsches

In my opinion, this manuscript incorporates the ideals of the Baroque:
Illusion
Rounded shapes
Open form
Fragmentation
Multiplicity
Obscurity

rather than
rather than
rather than
rather than
rather than
rather than

Concrete, ordered space
Straight lines
Closed
Primary subject and subordination
Unity
Enlightenment

Venice
The emergence and distribution of the tighter wire-wound strings coincided with the
burgeoning compositional genre of the concerto. Early eighteenth-century Italian
composers embraced the use of the upper register of the cello, as is particularly evident in
the wealth of cello sonatas and concertos published around this time. A name synonymous
with the Baroque era, Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) certainly left an indelible stamp in the
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world of music with the genre of the concerto, The Four Seasons undisputedly recognised as
one of his most popular pieces today.
In the late 17th century, a virtual music mania took hold of Venice where a huge number of
European travellers were drawn to the city, wishing to soak up its fantastic culture. One of
the main exponents of the city’s vital music scene was the Pietà, one of four hospitals or
ospedali where Vivaldi served for almost forty years of his career. These charitable
institutions, which housed orphans, abandoned and illegitimate children, became centres of
excellent teaching and disciplined learning. Of the four ospedali, the Pietà was the most
renown for its performances exclusively by orphaned girls, especially during its famous
association with il prete rosso. The young girls were divided into two differing ranks of
education: the figlie di commun for general studies and the figlie di coro for a musical vocation.
The subjects of singing, theory (solfeggio), composition and instrumental lessons were taught
in an overlapping system where the advanced girls passed on their knowledge to the
intermediate girls, who likewise taught the beginners, who were as young as nine years old.
A contemporary music critic Charles de Brosses recounted: “[The girls] played the violin, the
recorder, the organ, the oboe, the cello, the bassoon; in short there is no instrument large
enough to frighten them.” Many pupils became stars in their own right, and were highly
sought after by the tourists who flocked there to hear these young angels sing and play. An
additional sense of mystery and intrigue was heightened by the fact that the girls were hidden
from view, performing behind the closed iron latticework gates inside the churches.
The wealth of possible instrumental combinations from which Vivaldi had to choose was
staggering, what with a group of nearly one thousand musicians under his leadership at the
height of the institution’s success. The cello gained an independent voice and soloistic
prominence from his creative pen: his cello output includes ten sonatas, twenty-seven solo
concertos, one double concerto for two celli, four double concertos with violin, as well as
the numerous concertante roles in the multiple two- and four-violin concertos. A native
son of Bologna, the celebrated cellist Antonio Vandini (1690-1778) served as maestro di
violoncello for some six months in 1720-21 at the Ospedale della Pietà in Venice. It could very
well have been his expert talent, which helped to persuade Antonio Vivaldi in this direction.
The young students of varying ages and abilities needed appropriately sized cellos. For the
orphaned girls, it may have felt more comfortable to play on a smaller model of cello, which
was typical for the workshops of the Venetian makers. Considering the history of cello
construction, almost all Italian cellos were reduced in size after 1700. In the case of
Stradivarius, his workshop began to cut down the size starting in 1707, after a hiatus of six
years, in which there was no cello construction, followed by yet smaller celli in the late
1720's. The notable exception to the changing dimensions of the cello is the Austrian luthier,
David Tecchler. During his substantial career in Rome, Tecchler most likely intended his
cellos for the church. Here, virtuosity was not the goal, rather a large sonority suitable for an
ecumenical service. By 1750, all Italian cellos are smaller and remain so, which corresponds
to the unfolding evolution of the cello as a solo instrument to suit the technical needs of its
players.
Padua
After his brief tenure in Venice, the city of Padua beckoned Vandini in 1721 to fill the role
of principal cellist at the Basilica di San Antonio. Here, he came into fortuitous contact with
two pioneering musical personalities, the virtuoso violinist, Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770)
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and the organist and theorist P.M. Vallotti (1697-1780). Vandini achieved great acclaim
through his lifelong partnership with Giuseppe Tartini, (one of the great founding fathers of
the art of the violin, displaying pyrotechnical ease and a gift of pure intonation). De Brosses,
who heard the Red Preist’s young orphans play with such sublime and angelic qualities,
traveled from Venice to Padua to hear the great Tartini play, whom he qualified as the most
widely recognized “premier violon d’Italie.” He was likewise impressed by the excellent playing
on the violoncello by the abbot who played alongside him, Vandini.

Figure 10: A portrait of Vandini in his later years. Plate from Van der Straeten’s History of the Violoncello

An invitation in 1723 to venture to Prague for the extravagant coronation celebrations of
Charles VI of Bohemia brought them into direct contact with many enterprising and notable
musical contemporaries from across Europe. They must have encountered a melting pot of
diverse instrumental techniques and compositional styles. The musicians present included
cellist A. Caldara, composer JJ Fux, lutenist Conti and composer Christoph Foerster (16931745). I have deduced from my research that the latter, now a completely obscure historical
figure, was possibly one of the numerous composers listed in Breitkopf’s Catalogue under
the section of works available for Violoncello piccolo. Others whom Vandini and Tartini
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encountered were JJ Quantz, CH Graun and Sylvius Leopold Weiss, representing the
German lands and who were later indispensable in creating a musical Mecca at Frederick the
Great’s court. Vandini and Tartini remained three years in Prague, entering the service of
Count Kinsky, Grand Chancellor of Bohemia.
Tartini, who relied on Vandini as a friend and collaborator for most of his life, some fifty
years, wrote two concerti for violoncello and a sonata for two violoncelli piccolo, as listed in
the 1762 Breitkopf Catalogue, but which is now unfortunately lost. It seems very logical to
assume that Tartini’s sonata for two piccolo celli was partially intended for his good friend.
The manuscript of Vandini’s Cello Concerto in D major, which remains unpublished, gives
us a flavour of his ability and inclination towards improvisatory chordal execution. Vandini’s
playing was also noted for its rhetorical or spoken quality, a parlare, something that could
have been enhanced by the distinct qualities of the strings from Northern Italy. It could also
reflect his use of a smaller cello.

Figure 11: Manuscript of Cello Concerto in D major by Antonio Vandini, first plate. By kind permission of the
Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.

The Obizzi family, originally of Burgundian extraction, constructed the Castello del Catajo in
Battaglia Terme, a province of Padua in 1570. The Teatro degli Obizzi (1652) housed the
operas of Padua in the first half of the eighteenth century. After the Second World War, the
fine instrument collection of the Obizzi dynasty was sold to the Kunsthistorisches Museum
in Vienna, which included a five-string piccolo cello from a German workshop. One might
even surmise Vandini played this instrument, or perhaps wonder if he might have brought
the piccolo cello back from his sojourn in Prague after rubbing shoulders with other cellists
in the Bohemian capital. A few remaining letters of correspondence between Tartini and the
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Obizzi family prove the artistic patronage from this powerful family upon which he and
other musicians depended. In addition to the piccolo cello in the Obbizzi Collection were
two larger cellos, one from Padua by Dorizo Spillman (1590) and an anonymous Italian
model from the late 17th century.
As the range of the cello began to encompass a higher tessitura, a smaller cello with an extra
string tuned to D or E could ease the demands on the player in the upper register before the
advent of formal stopped thumb position. The extra string was a gift of freedom virtually
handed to the player and composer alike: where technical callisthenics were not
overwhelming, and increased facility around the tenor range vastly improved the expressive
capabilities of the cello. The cello began to develop a public following from its hitherto
unforeseen role as soloist, and various foreign courts and patrons kept close watch on the
most intriguing and daring cellists to enlist for future chamber and orchestral opportunities.
The formidable performances of some cellists convinced other musicians to swap the viola
da gamba for the cello.
Naples to Vienna
Francesco "Francischello" Alborea (1691-1739) was a highly celebrated cello virtuoso in his
day, and has developed into somewhat of a mysterious figure from the Baroque era. Several
historical resources report that fellow Neapolitan Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) wrote his
three cello sonatas for Alborea, and that Quantz and Geminiani heard the virtuoso cellist
accompany the great castrato Farinelli in a triumphant performance of Scarlatti's solo
cantatas in Rome in 1725. When the French gambist Martin Berteau (1700-1780), who
studied with Koscek, heard Francischello play, he famously converted to the cello, and
applied what he witnessed of the tremendous cellist to form the beginning of a long
illustrious line of French cello pedagogy. Vivaldi historian Walter Kolneder suggested it was
in fact Francischello who inspired the Red Priest to compose his cello concerti dating from
his brief sojourns in Naples and Rome in 1723-24. Francischello’s fame caught the fancy of
Count Uhlenfeld, who appointed the cellist as chamber virtuoso at his imperial apartments in
Vienna in 1726. The Bohemian violinist Franz Benda performed with him there before
joining Quantz at Frederick the Great's court in Potsdam.
Three manuscripts of cello sonatas by Francischello survive, two sonatas in the National
Library in Prague and one in the Harrach Collection at Schloß Rohrau, outside Vienna.
Similar to the Scarlatti sonatas, as well as those by other Italian composers, Alborea’s Sonata
in D major lies very well for the piccolo cello with its extra string, the timbre of which can
give added flexibility to the colours of the opening Amoroso movement. While the charming
simplicity is deceiving, the wealth of improvisational possibilities are endless, and give us a
nudge as to how these original performers would heighten the music with diminutions, extra
chords and adventurous, florid playing. Cellist Mauro Valli gives a vivid account of the
Scarlatti Sonatas with Ottavio Dantone’s Accademia Bizantia (©2001 Arts Music), in which
he divides the three sonatas between the piccolo cello and a larger four-string model,
according to the tonality and timbre that he felt worked best. It is a gesture of the sort of
freedom I associate with the musicians of the Baroque era. Likewise, Francischello’s use of
the upper register of the cello allows the possibility to play these works on the small cello, or
a five-string model. The lack of a clear indication of Violoncello piccolo in the title is a
reflection of the open classification of instrumental sonatas, in order to appeal to a larger
pool of musicians and music lovers who might purchase the publication. Likewise the
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patrons, who were often amateurs, could enjoy the music in the tenor clef with the ease of
the extra string, maintaining simple fingerings, and fewer shifts.
The vast Harrach music collection, most of which was sold to the New York Public Library
in 1998, was re-discovered after the Second World War in Vienna. Eight volumes of music
remained in a cupboard at the Rohrau estate, including a fair copy of Francischello’s Sonata
in C major. The C-major opening virtuosic movement is composed in a style very different
from the two sonatas I saw in Prague. It is very clear what decorations he intended the
cellist should or could use, whereas the other two sonatas are written in a sort of shorthand
from which the musician could decide upon his or her own embellishments. Within the
same lonely clothbound book of 18th-century manuscripts in which the C major piece was
found, included three other enticing cello sonatas by an anonymous source from the same
copyist’s hand. Interestingly, in the same bound volume of compositions were several
sonatas by the eminent lutenist Weiss, whom Vandini and Tartini had met in Prague in the
1723. Whether Count Harrach, who overlapped in Istanbul at the same time as
Francischello’s employer Count Uhlenfeld, can be a coincidence as to Harrach’s possession
of the copy of the Cello Sonata in C major is something to wager distantly possible.

Figure 12: Graf von Harrach exiting the Palazzo Reale in Naples; Nicola Maria Rossi (1690-1758); The Harrach
Collection.

Bohemia
The patchwork quilt of Italy’s cities and provinces provided a wealth of worthy
instrumentalists, who travelled extensively across Europe, disseminating their vibrant
technique and fearless improvisatory manner of playing. In researching some of the highly
respected historical cellists who contributed to its gaining prominence, strands of influence
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and fledgling teaching can also be traced to Bohemia. Barely remembered today, highly
talented cellists such as Neruda, Kozcek and Petrik were part of the fabric that unfurled the
cello as an instrument of worth and repute. They influenced musicians who later served at
the Chapel Royal in Dresden, at King Frederick the Great’s court, and in the Polish realm.
Exchange of ideas and abilities at the celebrations of Charles VI’s coronation served to push
others to aspire to similar heights.
Paris
A marrying of national styles and idioms shows a more radical direction taken in the musical
life of Paris. As one contemporary from Louis XIV’s court noted, “Les François sont brusques
& impatiens; ils effleurent toutes les sciences, sans en approfondir aucune: ils s’ennuyent des mêmes objets: ce
degout fait, qu’ils quittent ce qu’ils ont commencé, pour passer à quelque chose de nouveaux.” (“The
French are brusque and impatient; they skim the surfaces of all the sciences, becoming easily
bored by the same objects to which they do not become deeply attached, they leave what
they started in order to move from what they dislike to something new.” Trans. J. Morsches)
France, the country where the Sun-King fastidiously created celebrations of such richesse and
exacting standards to reflect his glory, became the envy of as well as the inspiration for every
other royal court in the German, Polish and Russian kingdoms. Their monarchs
unashamedly based their artistic spectacles on the autocrat’s extravagant example. While the
instrumentalists and singers they scouted tended to be native Italians, the dance masters,
dance troupes, art technicians and set designers were primarily imported from France.

Figure 13: À l’opéra français

Opera was the most extravagant genre in which to blend wealth with talent. A French Army
officer compared the national differences between the Milan and Paris opera houses in a
letter published in Le Mercure de France in 1734. From Milan, he wrote, “Here, there is no
sort of Machine, the changing of scenes in the theatre is not as seamless as in Paris, yet the
Decorations are more beautiful…The Orchestra is larger than ours-- there are two
violoncellos, two contrabasses, two Theorbos… There are no flutes because they are always
played out of tune, unlike our Blavet. The dancers are less capable than those in Paris.” (Le
Mercure de France, Jan-Feb 1734, trans. J. Morsches)
We often attribute the instrument closest to the soul of French high baroque music, the
instrument with the most human voice, as the viola da gamba or basse de viole. The long list
of great French masters such as Saint Colombe, Marin Marais, Foqueray the Elder and Caix
d’Hervelois is testimony to their high pedigree. But the upstart Italian violoncello eventually
superseded its royal favour. Interestingly, Charles IX (1550-1574) had commissioned as
early as the 1560’s a complete set of stringed instruments of the violin family from the great
Cremonese builder, Andrea Amati. The Vallois King’s mother, Catherine de Medici, had her
obvious ties to the Italian soil, and overlooked her son’s legacy with a domineering shadow.
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The cello that arrived with the set (painted with a “K” for Karolus, now known as the
“King” Amati) is considered the oldest cello to be constructed, after 1538. Its original peg
box shows it arrived with just three strings, and the elaborate decorations and figures that are
slightly out of proportion reveal it had been modified and cut down from its initial size.

Figure 14: Amati "King" cello back; National Music Museum, South Dakota. www.orgs.usd.edu.nmm

No doubt wealthy patrons in France held Cremonese makers in the highest regard. As the
birthplace of violin construction, Cremona was considered to be the nerve centre and focal
point of expert craftsmanship. Take for instance, Pierre Aubry, or Obry, the oldest French
luthier, who in 1577 was commissioned to build four violins with purfling in the manner of
the Cremonese: “4 viollons à filletz, faictz à la mode de Cremone.” Subsequent French luthiers
often left out a label from within the body of the instrument (or it was removed before close
inspection), to elude prospective clients into believing its provenance might be of the
superior Italians. Great French makers such as Salomon and Guersan took a stand, and
stamped their names on the back of the instrument or its peg box.

Figure 15: Examples of decorative cello scrolls by Salomon à Paris, upon which my cello’s scroll is modelled;
(Source: Histoire de la Lutherie Parisienne)
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Figure 16: Detail of the back of the scroll of a Guersan cello, belonging to Mauro Valli. Photo: J. Morsches
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Figure 17: Detail of the back of the scroll on my piccolo cello. Photo: T. Takeuchi

Although the cello gradually usurped the viola da gamba’s role, especially as salon music
asserted its popularity away from the court of Versailles, the lower voice of the five-string
bass violin had already been a recurring phenomenon in French instrumental music and in
opera. For instance, M.A. Charpentier, Lully, Lalande and others indicated une basse de violon
à 5 cordes in several works. The depiction of five-string bass violins on Dutch canvases from
the seventeenth century is in keeping with Praetorius’s definition of this instrument in
Syntagma musica (1619). The existence of such an instrument is further evidence that
downsizing to a smaller cello, also with five strings, was in effect a natural step forward, to
negotiate the higher tessitura the composer demanded and that players proved possible.
Viola da gambists, who were smitten by the cello, would have found the piccolo cello a
steppingstone to ease any technical challenges, even while maintaining a familiar underhand
bow grip.
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Figure 18: Pieter Codde (1599-1678), Detail from An Elegant Company, 1632, Art Institute of Chicago

Figure 19: Pieter Claesz (c.1597-1660), Still Life of Musical Instruments, c.1623, Musée du Louvre, Paris

Several historical primary sources distinguish Tardieu, a local abbot from the Provençal
region, as the real instigator responsible for the influential transition in France to the Italian
violoncello. A name I had heretofore never seen, and about whom there are very few
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biographical facts, it was specifically noted he strung his Violoncell with five strings, tuning it
from the bass to the treble C, G, d, a, d’. His execution on the cello was highly lauded, and
he was “happy” to be in much demand. Whether Tardieu’s influence in particular was felt in
Paris is difficult to gauge, yet we can appreciate the presence of the five-string cello was
firmly established. Additionally, regular exposure to travelling foreign players contributed to
its dispersion and a gradual preference for the cello as a solo instrument.
In the case of cultural exchange, many foreign instrumentalist-composers also moved to
Paris to soak up the French style of composition. Hailing from Weimar, an adventuresome
Johann Zewalt Triemer, or Triemert (c1700-1762), who had studied with Gregor Christoph
Eylenstein, court cellist for the Duke of Weimar, made such a sojourn. After several brief
stints in various courts as well as with the Opera Orchestra in Hamburg, Triemert heeded JJ
Quantz’s advice to travel to Paris to study composition with Joseph Bodin de Boismortier
(1689-1755). Following the three years during which he shared quarters on the rue St.
Antoine with the visiting German cellist in 1726-29, Boismortier composed five sonatas and
a concerto for violoncello. Yet, perhaps in order to satisfy publishing houses’ expectant
coffers and not snub the old vanguard gambists, the title page indicates several possibilities
of instrumentation: “pour le violoncelle, ou viole, ou basson.” (Boismortier later moved to
the rue du Jour in 1736, and lived in the same building as the great viol player, Louis de Caix
d’Hervelois, evidence that these bass instruments coincided for some time in harmony.)
Yet, the crest of the violoncello’s wave could not be avoided. A short period later Georg
Philipp Telemann (1681-1787) composed his “Paris” quartets with an interchangeable solo
part for either the viola da gamba or the cello, incorporating the necessary idiomatic
alterations for each. Understanding the eventual “demise” of the bass viol in France,
Telemann the ever alert businessman, knew his quartets would gain many more
subscriptions if he embraced the public’s newly found “flattery” showered on that Italian
export, the violoncello. Telemann later wrote in his autobiography (1739) how he had
listened with great joy and satisfaction to the performances of the quartets in Paris by Blavet
on traverso flute, Guignon on violin, Forqueray the Younger on gamba and Edouard on
cello.
Coinciding with these latest trends, Paris greedily stepped into centre stage as a musicpublishing magnate. Transporting music to the sphere of the private salon (rather than the
King’s chambers) was conducive to lucrative sales for the publishing houses.
Correspondence between Tartini and Padre Martini in 1736 emphasize that all letters
addressed to Le Cene’s publishing house in Paris would more likely receive a response if
written in French. As well as advertising the latest published works, music journals
announced the current season’s concert schedule and critical reviews for an ever-growing
musical middle class. Les concerts spirituels was one such institution, acting as a platform in
which visiting virtuoso musicians drew in captive audiences. According to Le Mercure de
France, one such highly regarded personality was the Italian cellist Salvatore Lanzetti, who
made a huge splash in Paris in 1756. Nicknamed the “Orpheus of the violoncello,” his
presence was an indication of the cello beginning to dominate the music world both on the
concert platform and in publishing.
With music entering the salons of St. Germain-des-Près, compositions by such eminent
artists were rendered in such a way to also allow the amateur instrumentalist to get around
difficult passages in an easier manner. “Le sieur Salvatore Lanzetti…vient de donner au
Public six nouvelles Sonates, qu’il a composées pour rendre aux Amateurs l’exécution de
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celles qu’il avoit données auparavant plus facile.” (Le Mercure de France, March 1756) The
number of cello compositions available for subscription at Le Clerc’s illustrated how rapidly
the cello overtook the gamba as instrument of choice. Le virtuose étranger also made an
indelible stamp on the French capital’s changing tastes. Foreign cellists were readily
accepted as the new and latest talent, much to the demise of the gamba player. In the latter
part of the eighteenth century, one such Wunderkind cellist was the child prodigy Nicolaus
Zygmuntowski from Poland, who died prematurely at the age of nine. He made a frenzied
impact on the Parisian stage with his precocious talent (as did Wolfgang and Nannerl
Mozart). His age suggests a cello of diminutive size, one such child-cello I saw at the
museum of musical instruments at the Cité de la Musique in Paris.

Figure 20: Children playing music in the salon. (Source: Musiciens au Faubourg St Germain)

London
Across the Channel, concerts crowded the social calendars, especially in the latter half of the
eighteenth century for a broad spectrum of London’s population. “The present rage is
music,” wrote more than one diarist of the time. A newspaper article concurred, “Music is
every where the rage - it has spread from the West to the East… Music is extending from
the highest to the lowest classes of society.” (The Times, 29 Jan. 1790) Earlier in the century,
Italian and English opera as well as oratorios reigned supreme as the exclusive entertainment
of choice for the aristocracy, especially during Handel’s lifetime. While most musicians of
the 18th century trained in Italy or France, their real success was measured in London. The
many foreign artists who visited were confronted with the virtual size of this bustling
metropolis, with the “whole of human life in all its variety,” and the extremely high cost of
living. Georg Frederick Händel (1685-1759) became an adopted son in England, and was
feted by the public and especially by the Hanoverian royal family.
Two outstanding cellists upon whom he depended heavily were the Italians Andrea Caporale
and Salvatore Lanzetti. Händel must have felt great esteem for Caporale’s technical facility,
as is evident in the score of his opera Deidama, in which he specifically writes in the score
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that “Monsieur Caporale” is to double the viola part for one aria in particular, which had an
especially exposed line. We can conjecture that the violists in Händel’s orchestra were less
accomplished on their instruments, and he depended on Caporale to support their tenor line.
A five-string cello easily fits the register that Händel chose in several obbligato cello arias
from his operas, suggesting such an instrument was in his midst.

Figure 21: Händel conducting an Oratorio, c.1740, etching, English school. Note cellist playing standing, resting
the cello on a contraption, possibly to keep at an equal aural vantage point as the other players. © Bridgeman Art
Library

There is very little information about Caporale’s life. The biographies surmise he
“flourished” sometime between 1735-1750. A set of six sonatas by Caporale, published in
1747, demonstrate ease with the tenor range, similar to other works by composer-cellists of
the same era, such as Giorgio Antoniotti (1692-1776), where a five-string cello is certainly a
possibility. Before Lanzetti’s extraordinary success in Paris, he spent two productive periods
in London. Like many musicians of the 18th century, Lanzetti trained in Italy and spent part
of his career exploring the busy English music scene. He resided in London sometime
between 1740 and 1754, and was undoubtedly one of Handel’s principal cellists for the opera
orchestra. He was responsible for the cello gaining favour in England as a solo instrument.

Figure 22: Lanzetti, demonstrating an excellent bow arm, portrayed on a small cello.
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Advertisements of Lanzetty performing solo sonatas during the entr’acte of the operas at the
King’s Theatre confirm his special status. The sonata below from Lanzetti’s first œuvre,
published in 1736, demonstrates a clear case where a cello with an extra fifth string (tuned to
an E) would enhance the work.

Figure 23: Lanzetti's Sonata Nº5, reprint from Mid Eighteenth Century Cello Sonatas, Garland Series, 1991.
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Among other eighteenth-century compositions for cello, Lanzetti’s and Caporale’s sonatas
published in London are dedicated to the Prince of Wales, who was a very keen cellist.
The music- and sport-loving Prince of Wales (Prince Frederick of Hanover; 1707-1751)
invited the venerable Nicola Porpora (1686-1768) to venture to London in 1733, where he
was asked to set up the “Opera of the Nobility” to perform in Lincoln’s Inn’s Fields. A
constant thorn in his father’s side, the Prince wished to compete with the royal patronage of
George II’s King’s Theatre across the way in the Haymarket where Händel was employed.
During his sojourn in London, Porpora composed several instrumental works (of which
there are just a handful), including the Cello Concerto in G major, most likely written in
honour of his noble patron. The writing delves high into the treble register of the cello;
again, where a smaller cello with a fifth string would be practical and could create much
more rapid fluency.

Figure 24: Philip Mercier (1689-1760) Frederick, Prince of Wales and his sisters.

A revealing adage by Johann Mattheson in his Neu-Eröffnete Orchester (1713) has proven a
historically enduring statement on the various Baroque national styles. It captures in an
instant how different countries were regarded in their music making, and remains especially
cogent in the development of eighteenth-century instrumental music:
“Die Italiener executieren am besten
Die Franzoßen divertieren am besten
Die Teutschen aber componieren und arbeiten am besten
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Die Engelländer judicieren am besten.”
(“The Italians perform the best, the French entertain the best, but the Germans compose
and work the best and the English judge the best.” Trans. J. Morsches)

Figure 25: Cornelis Troost (1697-1750), portrait of a music lover with a small cello from the Van der Mersch
family, 1736, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

Germany and Further East
The term Leopold Mozart applied for the violoncello, which was common in the Germanspeaking countries, was Bassel or Bassete. I discovered by chance a definition given for
Bassettel in Mattheson’s Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (1740), suggesting the very qualities we
might associate with a small five-string cello. “The Bassettel is a small leg-violin (Bein-geige) or
Quintgambe (gamba tuned in fifths), a very sweet and tender instrument, whose ringing art
one can do all sorts of pleasant things.” A certain Graf von Zierolin in Silesia made huge
strides on the viola da gamba, so much so that he “did not find it too difficult to play
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons” on this instrument. Evidently he also performed on the Bassettel with
such beauty at the Royal Court in Alsace-Lorraine, for which he was duly awarded diamond
cutlery from the Herzog of Lothringen. The fact that this Graf was such a multi-talented
musician, performed with such dexterity and facility, underlines how a steady migration and
evolution of the piccolo cello covered a vast swathe of Europe. It also serves as a nod in the
direction of applying violin and viola da gamba literature for the small cello.
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Weimar, Cöthen, Leipzig
The pioneering JS Bach (1685-1750) travelled extensively in his day to experience and play
the constantly developing keyboard instruments, extracting and discovering many different
possibilities from each instrument he sampled. There is no reason to doubt a five-string
violoncello player inspired him for his sixth solo suite “a cinqua cordes,” BWV 1012. The Six
Suites for ‘Cello senza Basso were most likely composed when Johann Sebastian Bach was
employed at the court of Prince Leopold in Cöthen (1717-1723). Responsible for the
chamber music at the royal residence, Bach could experiment continually with the various
instruments at his disposal. Still very much in its infancy as a solo instrument in the North
German lands, it is interesting to note that Bach chose to write for the Italian-born cello in
the structure of the French-influenced Suite, and alternatively, portrayed the most regal of
French instruments, the viola da gamba, in the guise of the Italianate Sonata in his three
sonatas for gamba and harpsichord.
Bach demonstrated an extremely keen understanding of the instruments available to him, in
which to express the text of the weekly cantatas he was obliged to compose as Kapellmeister
in Weimar and most famously during his tenure in Leipzig. For instance, he chose to reorchestrate the solo chorale movement (nº6) from BWV 199 Mein Herze Schwimmt im Blut in
several renderings. The original Weimar version (1714) is for obbligato viola, in Cöthen he
altered the same aria for viola da gamba, and later in Leipzig (1724) he chose the violoncello
piccolo. This underlines the constantly shifting instrumentalists and their varying abilities
that Bach found in his midst. Adaptation to his circle of musicians accordingly yielded
creativity and superior craftsmanship.
Sgr Wiedner, who, according to the Breitkopf Catalogue, wrote a couple concerti for the
piccolo cello, may have very well been the composer Johann Gottlieb Wiedner (1714-1783).
He overlapped with Bach in Leipzig, and might also have found inspiration from a specific
cellist in Bach’s circle, or felt the special quality of the piccolo cello’s timbre worth pursuing
in his compositions. The player might have even been an amateur, a patron or a player who
switched easily from once instrument to the next.
Indeed, I believe these forgotten players and composers, some of whom are listed in the
Breitkopf Catalogue simply as Anonymous, hold the key to better understanding the
common occurrence of the piccolo cello. Sadly the copper plates used to print the works
listed in the catalogue have long been melted down for other compositions. Locating an
actual print purchased from the 1762 batch is almost impossible, added with the fact that the
composers’ first names are not included in the register, a formality at the time. Aside from
Sgr Tartini and Sgr. Graun, I waded through several primary source dictionaries and lexicons
to even wager a guess as to where Sgr Beyer, Sgr Hering, Sgr Foerster, Sgr Riedel, Sgr Speer,
Sgr Rondinelli and others spent their careers. Yet the more I read, the more I realised that
the musical activities in capitals of the East, such as in Dresden, Riga, Poznan, Pressburg,
and little-known Ligniz, painted a vivid picture of consummate instrumentalists who
sometimes doubled as fencing masters, mayors and dilettantes.
Lignitz, or Liegnitz to St Petersburg
The town of Lignitz in Silesia, present day Poland, resurfaced in my research a few times as a
place of lively musical interest and productivity. The Lignitz Ritterakademie, or Fencing
Academy, nurtured two instrumentalist-composers associated with my piccolo cello talisman
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of proof, the Breitkopf Catalogue 1762 list. Compositions for viola da gamba by Mente,
who taught the aforementioned Graf von Zierolin, caught my eye as they are listed in the
Catalogue on the column next to the piccolo cello. Mente was a student at the Fencing
Academy, as was ?Georg Riedel, a cellist who wrote several works for the violoncello
piccolo. According to Gerber and Mattheson, Riedel was a master fencer, lured to St.
Petersburg in 1727 to instruct Czar Peter II, as well as to perform as cello soloist at the
Royal Court Chapel. A certain Herr Johann Anton Schlegelhofer, the mayor of Lignitz, also
played the Bassettel, which might be considered from its definition a small cello. Christoph
Foerster, whom Vandini and Tartini may have possibly encountered in Prague in 1723, is
also listed as the Cantor for St Johannis in Lignitz. Breitkopf lists a piccolo cello concerto by
him, persuading me to believe the small instrument was quite prevalent, and its number of
players was abundant as well.

Figure 26: Concertising in St. Petersburg, with swords aplenty. This cellist is depicted with a fantastic bow arm.
(Source: Musique-Images-Instruments)

Dresden
Dresden boasted one of the most celebrated court orchestras in Europe during the reign of
the King of Poland and Saxony, Augustus II (1694-1733). The Heiliger Kreuz (Holy Cross)
Church in Dresden seems to have been another excellent institution of musical tuition. Carl
Heinrich Graun (1701-1759), who attended the Kreuzschule, as did Sgr Hering, both
composed works for the piccolo cello according to Breitkopf. Were their pieces destined for
or inspired by the Bohemian cellist JG Neruda, a highly sought after teacher and the
principal cellist of the Dresden Court orchestra? Neruda, whom Graun might have also
heard in Prague in 1723, was a very fine teacher and in much demand by cellists in Middle
Europe.
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Figure 27: A celebratory parade of musicians for the King of Poland and Saxony. Note the motley crew of
instruments. (Musik Geschichte in Gegenwart)

Potsdam
Dresden’s opera house productions and instrumentalists were the envy of Crown Prince
Frederick II. Before he ascended the Prussian throne, he escaped his father’s iron fist and
the virtual cultural wasteland under his sovereignty to hear extravagant operas performed
under the directorships of ever popular Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-1783) and CH Graun.
Frederick's delight in hearing the virtuoso flutist Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773)
perform in Dresden in 1728 persuaded his mother to secretly invite the master to give her
son instruction twice a year. An indefatigable artist of his times, Quantz had traveled
extensively throughout Europe to hear and observe other national styles of music. He
studied counterpoint in Vienna with Zelenka and Fux, had lessons on oboe in Dresden and
Warsaw and studied flute with the French star, Buffardin. In 1724-1727 he ventured to Italy
to meet and hear eminent musicians and composers such as Farinelli, A. Scarlatti and Hasse,
and he spent a short sojourn in London to experience the international roster of musicians
who flocked there. Quantz entered the King of Prussia's service once he was released from
his duties in Dresden in 1741. He joined the musicians the Crown Prince Frederick had
assembled for the Kapelle he had formed for his residence at Schloß Rheinsberg in 1732.
Amongst them, Carl Heinrich Graun maintained an especially highly influential role in
Frederick's inner circle of musicians as Kapellmeister, his duties primarily were centred on
composing operas and cantatas. The premiere of his opera, Cesar e Cleopatra (1742), was
cause for celebration as it marked the revival of opera at the Berlin court.
From his honoured perch at King Frederick the Great’s Court, Quantz recommended a
second cello solely for virtuosic repertoire as opposed to the larger cello for the basso
continuo role it had successively subsumed. He wrote in his influential treatise On Playing the
Flute (1751), “Those who not only accompany on the violoncello, but also play solos on it
would do well to have two special instruments, one for solos, the other for ripieno parts in
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large ensembles.” This solo instrument could very well have been the piccolo cello, whose
top string eased the extra callisthenics a composer demanded from the player. Eventually
the advent of a systematic approach to thumb position eradicated the need for a fifth string,
however this directive did not change a player’s technique or comfort overnight.
Graun's brother, Johann Gottlieb (1703-1771) was also invited to join the court as
concertmaster. He composed many works for violin (he taught violin to JS Bach's eldest son
Wilhelm Friedemann), as well as wrote numerous concerti for the court's gamba virtuoso,
Christian Ludwig Hesse (1716-1772). CPE Bach likewise wrote his viola da gamba sonatas
Wq 136 and Wq 137 for Hesse. Both the ardent yet fiendishly difficult Sonata in D major
Wq 137 and the more cheerful and rotund Sonata in C major Wq 136 fit very well on the
five-string violoncello piccolo. CPE's only Cello Sonata Wq 138, which he reworked later in
Hamburg, has since been lost. Although CPE Bach served nearly thirty years for Frederick
II, the king's musical tastes remained a bit old-fashioned, even conservative, and disparate
from CPE's forward-looking empfindsamer style. His works for keyboard and instrumental
sonatas were major influences in the burgeoning classical style; Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven attribute their early compositional endeavours to the keyboard sonatas of Carl
Philipp.
Mannheim
Another pioneering but largely forgotten musician I came across in my research, who vastly
pushed the compass of the cello, was Anton Fils, or Pfiltz, Filtz (1733-1760). A native of
Eichstätt, he spent his all too brief career as the principal cellist of the Mannheim Court
Orchestra. The group of musicians gathered here advanced a formidable orchestral
technique, which Mozart praised so much and from whom he derived inspiration for his
early symphonies. Despite his sole duties at court as a performer, Fils left behind a large
collection of works for cello during his brief career. His sets of cello sonatas and concerti
(both published and unpublished) yield important missing strands to the development of the
booming cello repertoire. The sonatas are almost all composed in the treble clef (but
sounding a octave lower), and reflect an extraordinarily violinistic approach to the
instrument. They would pass perfectly on the five-string piccolo cello, with the extra
resonance and clarity from the top E string.

Figure 28: Opening of Sonata Op.5 No.1 by Anton Fils, reprint from M. de la Chevardière facsimile
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It struck me that Fils approached the cello in a similar manner to the composers in the
Breitkopf listing for Violoncello piccolo. Of the forty short examples offered in the thematic
catalogue, over half are by anonymous sources, casting open a wider net in which the
instrument flourished.

Figure 29: Breitkopf ThematicCatalogue (1762) of works for Violoncello piccolo; Detail of incipits by
Anonymous.

I approached several university libraries to view unpublished cello manuscripts of
anonymous concerti and sonatas with which to compare to the Breitkopf samples. In one
item from Eichstätt’s University Library, I found a similar attitude to the cello writing,
composed in the customary treble (8va ad libitum) and bass clefs. It also portrayed a clear
sense of confidence in the passagework in the upper regions of the instrument.
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Figure 30: Concerto for Violoncello by Anonymous; by kind courtesy of the University Library of EichstättIngolstadt

Who these anonymous composers may have been will be near impossible to determine,
although I will warrant quite a few of them were active cellists. Mattheson wrote a
postscript in his Ehren-Pforte: “ There are some famous Persons who have done some strange
things (merkwürdiges) in Music…, and if there were more time,” he “should write more news
on these Personages.” I agree there is so much more to be discovered from these forgotten
players and composers, and their lost manuscripts. I genuinely hope to be able to locate one
of these works from the Breitkopf Catalogue, which so clearly pinpoints the reality of the
violoncello piccolo in the second half of the eighteenth century.
The characters I uncovered in my research revealed a much more vivid and animated
portrait of the piccolo cello and its possible/practical/adaptable repertoire. References to
talented instrumentalists (both amateur and professional), alliances with pioneering
composers and courts, and challenges to perfecting its size and construction confirm a truly
rich existence. Though the five-string model eventually was completely eschewed for the
standard four-string cello we know today, as larger concert halls demanded a more powerful
tool and a systematic school of cello technique was disseminated, its presence was by no
means secluded to a few “specialist” towns or cities. The brimming energy of these
pioneering musicians and craftsmen from the Baroque era spilled over and crossed the
borders between realms and national styles. The piccolo cello imparted a universal desire to
embrace a heightened technical ability, to pursue the elegance of “good taste” and express all
aspects of human emotion.
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In Search of the PROVENANCE of my Piccolo Cello
The piccolo cello I have is by an anonymous maker, possibly French or Flemish school.
Part of my travels included visiting various restorers and experts on historical instruments.

Figure 31: A dendro-chronological photo of the grain of my piccolo cello. Photo: By kind courtesy of John
Topham

My appointments with various luthiers and cellists, yielded divided opinion as to whether my
piccolo cello was of French, Flemish or English extraction. However, this was countered by
unanimous exclaims about its beautiful construction. The eminent French cellist and
gambist Christophe Coin thought I was very lucky to have found it, and was especially
impressed by its clear middle range. Sigiswald Kuijken, whom I visited in Belgium, was
convinced it was a violoncello da spalla, and immediately strung it up with his scarf so he could
play it by resting it on his shoulder (as in Figures 2, 3 and 4). I found this method of
approach to my instrument hardly capitalised on its fantastic and innate sonority and depth
of sound. I was impressed by his dogged attempt to make it work nonetheless. The dendrochronology report from Surrey-based violin restorer John Topham revealed my instrument
dated from 1733. Matching the sequences from the treble and bass sides of the table of the
cello, measuring the rings in the wood, showed a perfect union in their sequences. He said
the source of the wood of my cello matches similar pieces used in the Flemish or Bourbon
centres of violin making. He also named Guersan, Médard, Norman, and Pamphilon as
possible ateliers of interest.
When I went to Kingston-upon-Thames, restorer Mike Byrd raised a red flag that the neck
of the instrument was a copy and had been added at a later date. Looking at the neck under
ultraviolet lighting revealed the varnish did not match the cello’s original varnish and that
dirt and small marks of imperfection on the peg box and scroll were added to make it look
“old.” Mike Byrd said it would be difficult to ever conclude to which school the cello
belonged: Flemish, French or English schools, Barack Norman or Pamphilon workshops
were some of his guesses. The neck was decidedly based on the LaFille tradition; LaFille
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designed and carved scrolls for Salomon and Guersan in Paris, which is one reason many
fixate upon the French flavour of the cello upon first glance.
Jan Strick, a Flemish instrument expert in Brussels, was convinced the instrument was from
a French maker, possibly from the Médard family who flourished in Nancy in the Lorraine
region in the 17th and 18th centuries. Strick had a violin from the Médard workshop, whose
F-holes and whose bouts (shaped corners) were incredibly similar to those of my cello. He
also remarked the decoration on the back of the cello was a sign it could have been
commissioned from an aristocrat. Also, the purfling is painted on the instrument, typical of
French (and English) instruments, and clearly distinguished it from Italian pedigree.
However, the rotund shape of the body of my cello suggested to several restorers an Amati
model. Strick bemoaned the fact that so many instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries had
no labels, in order to sell them as “Italian” instruments to the less discerning buyers.

Figure 32: A stamp or decoration still visible on the back of my piccolo cello. Photo: T. Takeuchi

In Amsterdam, I visited the highly respected historical instrument restorer Fred Lindeman.
Now in the twilight of his long career, he graciously spent a long afternoon with me to give
me his opinion about my cello. After inspecting the repairs on the inside of the instrument,
he mentioned they seemed to possibly point to a French touch, rather than English
workmanship. However, he admitted that very few experts have authentic knowledge about
the piccolo cello, as its original makers did not have a universal model in mind. Often the
manner in which they cut down an instrument was based on an ideal they might have had in
mind for a specific player, or venue, demands of the composer, a whole number of factors in
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which they too hoped to improve their craft. Having said this, Lindeman nonetheless felt
the shape of my cello certainly suggested it was originally set up as a five-string instrument.
Mattieu Besseling, also in Amsterdam, murmured again and again what a special instrument
it was as he inspected it. Yet his gut feeling told him it was a Flemish model under the guise
of some French influence. He thought the scroll with its lovely decoration was a statement
in which to categorically place it into a box “belonging” to the French school.
I also visited cellist Wouter Möller, who has two lovely original five-string piccolo cellos, a
Fernando Gagliano and a Barack Norman. We played them as well mine for one another,
and found the differences in each of their personalities very striking. The Gagliano has very
narrow F-holes, and a beautiful mellow orangey-yellow varnish. It is a rather perfect-looking
specimen.

Figure 33: A beautiful original Italian 5-string piccolo cello, Fernando Gagliagno (early 18th c.); courtesy of
Wouter Möller, photo: J. Morsches
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The Barack Norman piccolo cello is much older, darker and has a sound that carries very
well and very far, even in a sitting room filled with paintings, books, records, carpeting,
happy dogs and objets d’art. Möller also has a wonderful original anonymous baroque bow,
which decidedly improved the sound of all three instruments and gave a much more natural
shape to the gestures applied.

Figure 34: Wouter Möller‘s Barack Norman 5-string piccolo cello (late 17th c.). The depiction of a five-string cello
in the still life painting by Pieter Claesz inspired the tailpiece (Figure 19). Photo: J. Morsches

I met both Mauro Valli, who has an original Guersan four-string cello, and Roel Dieltiens,
who plays on a Guersan workshop five-string piccolo cello that he found in Chartres some
years ago. The shapes of both their instruments are remarkably similar, and have a visible
French style about them. The innate “voice” of each of the instruments I heard and played
suggested a different text to me, a different language. I found myself regarding how each
piece of “equipment” would dictate which compositions would be most consonant on it. I
wondered if the repertoire I find natural on my piccolo cello would be less successful on
someone else’s, and vice-versa.
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Figure 35: Mauro Valli playing my piccolo cello. Photo: J. Morsches
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Figure 36: Roel Dieltiens holding up his original five-string piccolo cello, French school (?Guersan, early 18th c.).
Photo: J. Morsches
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Some REFLECTIONS

Figure 37: A Lichen Sample. Photo taken in Costa Rica by Robert Lücking of the Field Museum, Chicago.

With information and observation, we can make an interpretation. Observation of art and
nature is both simple and complex. The layers of our observation are based on our
personality, with its qualities and defects, and our ignorance and knowledge. We often “see”
what we want to see and ‘ignore” what we prefer to ignore (such as things that we dislike or
displease us). To the naked human eye, the lichen above looks quite ordinary, almost nondescript. A layperson hiking in the humid rain forest would most likely overlook this
specimen in its natural habitat. When I first glanced at the photo above, I was not
particularly drawn to the colour of the lichen, nor the ants crawling at the top.
In our desire to label and classify things, we often overlook the intrinsic qualities and farreaching possibilities of an object begging to be uncovered. Perhaps the “anomaly” of the
piccolo cello is simply our confusing attempt to categorize this rare instrument as a one-time
wonder, suitable for a few select pieces. My research on its repertoire, the vibrant historical
players I discovered, how they shared and responded amongst themselves, the layers of my
instrument’s provenance and my interactions with other musicians on this subject have
proved otherwise.
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Figure 38: The same lichen, portrayed with UV lighting. Photo taken in Costa Rica by Robert Lücking of the
Field Museum, Chicago.

In this ultraviolet photo, the same lichen and its various molecular properties explode into
colour. Similarly, by uncovering layers of a composer’s work, or the luthier’s vibrating
musical box or a painter’s canvas, the channels through which they share their craft and their
inspiration present a much more complex work of art. Through the communication of their
œuvre, we too look for our preferences, our dreams and even our distant memory. No
matter if the observer is an amateur, a specialist, or a passer-by, the experience is enriched.
The piccolo cello that I have opened my ear to the many possibilities of suitable and
practical pieces one might play on it. It is the œuvre from which I hope to continue to
discover my own instincts and limitations-- from its essence, its individual voice and the
space it fills when it is sounded.
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